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true colors

The exhibition breathe walk die, conceived by Ugo Rondinone 
for the Rockbund Art Museum (RAM), Shanghai, conspicuously 
displays color in excess. The artist responded to the sheer 
verticality of the architecture at RAM with an unexpected 
horizon wall painting series entitled sunrisesunset. From the 
first to the fifth floor, an exceptional spectrum of sprayed colors  
blanket the gallery walls in their entirety. Each floor exhibits 
two to three gradations of color, from the white-green-blue 
sunrisesunset I in the lobby, to green-blue-violet sunrisesunset II, 
then blue-violet-pink sunrisesunset III, to violet-pink-red 
sunrisesunset IV, and finally to red-yellow sunrisesunset V.

Ugo Rondinone started making horizon wall paintings in 1998 
with one yellow color field surrounding the lower part of the 
gallery walls (fig. 2), then in 2001 with one large blue color 
field (fig. 4) and in 2002 with a thin black color field running 
down the wall (fig. 5). Combined with sculpture, video, and 
sound installations, these earlier horizon paintings were 
a decisive step before Ugo Rondinone embraced the full 
architecture of the Rockbund Art Museum: the large layers 

of sprayed pigments compose overlapping horizons, offering 
an extraordinary texture and density to the walls with blurred 
transitions that enhance the sensitive experience of rising  
and fading colors, of cold and warm light. Such an intimate 
dialogue between architecture and horizon paintings creates 
unlimited spaces in which the references to panorama and 
landscape are subverted as extensions rather than as  
frontiers and delimitations.

These wall paintings are subtly extended by twelve circle 
paintings installed on the museum’s walls, coaxing the viewer 
into a meditative state with their blurred, brightly-colored 
concentric rings. Each circle efficiently pierces the museum’s 
horizons with three colored rings that function as reversed 
perspectives, as if it was not only the viewer who is looking at 
the painting but also the painting permeating the viewer  
beyond the spectrum of their own eyes. The circle paintings, 
instead of simply decorating the exhibition space, fully 
act as holes, becoming simultaneously palpable, vibrant, 
contemplative, erotic suns in the space.

fig. 1   dog days are over, migros museum für gegenwartskunst zürich, zurich, 1996
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on the floors and interconnected with the vertical wall paintings  
and light filters. 

The living clown performers play a major role in the exhibition 
project because they constitute the fundamental interfaces 
between the challenges of the visual and of content. The clowns 
do not physically act in the space but each one is linguistically 
named according to a daily act within the 24 hours of a day, 
from sunrise to night: 

vocabulary of solitude 

be.  breathe.  sleep.  dream.  move.  wake.  rise.  sit.  look.  
sneeze.  think.  stand.  walk.  fart.  pee.  shower.  dress.  drink.  
smoke.  shit.  read.  remember.  laugh.  cry.  write.  cook.  smell.  
taste.  eat.  clean.  rest.  touch.  wank.  feel.  enjoy.  float.  sing.  
dance.  love.  hate.  wish.  hope.  yawn.  undress.  lay. 

Even if they are totally passive, the clowns hold this incredible 
power of naming and acting. The clowns have definitively quit 
the real and somehow codified world, and have entered a free 
dream-like journey. This is also powerfully indicated by one pair 
of blue clown shoes hung on the wall at the entrance of the 
museum, titled no one’s voice.

The clowns are in the exhibition to act through non-action 
and passivity: they are lying down, sleeping, meditating, and 
dreaming. It is truly disturbing to see the clowns with activities 
opposite to the ones they are supposed to have: entertaining 
with spectacular gestures, laughs, and facial expressions. 

Peggy Phelan, one of the most respected art historians 
and theorists specializing in performance art, defined the 
ontology of performance by linking together the linguistic 
statement to the bodily act arising in performance. 
The philosopher of language John L. Austin observed that 
a performative utterance—for example, “I name this boat 
Dragon” or “I take this man as my husband”—is truly a 
speech-act as the sentence is not only used to describe 
or to state what someone is doing, but the sentence is 
actually used to “do” it. The speech-act refers exclusively 
to itself and to the one who is acting in the present time of 
its utterance. Austin points out that the speech-act cannot 
be reproduced and repeated since it is an individual and 
one-time act. If someone else reproduces the speech-act, 
it can only be transformed into an act of observation.

With the presence of living bodies in a space-time framework 
and in front of specific visitors, performance art raises the 
question of the relation between the presence of the living body 
and its figuration, between the real and its representation. 

To go from one gallery to another, the visitor walks through  
the museum’s foyers and stairs, experiencing love invents us 
(fig. 3), an installation of multi-colored filters, which cover 
all the windows and imbue the building with immersive and 
embracing light. Each floor has been conceived as a precise 
composition of multi-colored filters according to the very 
diverse window sizes of the Art Deco museum building. 
On reaching each floor of the museum, the visitor passes 
through the foyer experiencing a floating sensation due to 
the predominant light colors, looks outside the building with a 
totally filtered eye to reimagine the landscape, and looks inside 
the building to experience a permanent transition of colors and 
an immersive dreamscape. 

The visitor’s walk, supported by the wonderful title 
love invents us, could sound somewhat romantic. In fact,  
Ugo Rondinone sincerely claims such an interpretation of 
his work. His whole œuvre can be understood as a careful 
reference to and reinterpretation of the iconography and 
symbolism of German Romanticism. 

Dating from the late eighteenth to the mid-nineteenth 
century, Romanticism is that attitude or state of mind which 
was centered on the individual, the subjective, the irrational, 
the creative, and the emotional. These characteristics of 
Romanticism most often took form in themes such as  
history and the sublime beauty of nature. Landscapes in 
Romantic paintings are thus “landscapes of mood” based on 
individual feelings. Landscapes do not represent the reality,  
but rather express an infinite dreamscape by arranging 
important colored elements and motifs, allowing for  
the “experience” of such journeys.

Of course, as a contemporary artist, Ugo Rondinone challenges 
such Romantic iconography. Instead of a landscape painted 
on a canvas with an individual standing in front of the dreamy 
scene, like Caspar David Friedrich’s famous The Wanderer 
Above the Mist (1817–1818), Rondinone exceeds the limits of 
the canvas by enveloping the entire architectural edifice with 
color. Most decisive is the presence of the viewer in place of 
the painted subject, who is now becoming the full actor of 
this romantic dreamscape journey to extend, to activate, and 
to be immersed in. Ugo Rondinone is thus an artist who has 
succeeded in going beyond the categories of art, connecting 
Romanticism with multiple revolutions in contemporary art 
such as the abstract color fields of Mark Rothko and  
Barnett Newman, and also the Minimalist sculptures and 
the Body performance art of the 1960s, which successfully 
transformed the status of the “spectator” as an exclusive eye, 
to that of a “visitor” as an active contributor to the display and 
meaning of the art installation. Furthermore, Ugo Rondinone 
knows full well that Romanticism could sometimes be 
poetically critical when it is used with subtlety and wit,  
for example when this full physical and optical experience  
of colors is somehow disturbed by the laughs of the 

mysterious sound installation dog days are over (fig. 1), with  
the sounds generated by the movements of the visitor.

In this installation, the visitor to the exhibition has no access to 
natural daylight: the architecture has been covered by colored 
walls and filters to completely encapsulate the body, the eye of 
the visitor within this color—immersing the visitor in a queer 
way of looking, feeling, and walking into the painting. Far from 
the ego action expressionist painting, the excess of color in 
Rondinone’s exhibition is not only about mastering the painting 
composition per se, but is also about simultaneously revealing 
the power of the dreamscape and the “unnatural” surface 
imposition of the “natural” codes of the real. Such an artistic 
act is a tremendous contribution to the history of art where the 
challenge no longer lies in the representation of the real, nor 
the expression of the artist’s ego, but the capacity to inflate the 
surface of the painting as a locus in which to unveil an ongoing, 
changing journey from material, concept, identity, content, 
and emotion. Observing the paintings of Caravaggio, the art 
theoretician Louis Marin stated:

The surface, then, emerges as the site where the art of 
painting achieves its greatest intensity as well as the 
power to attract and fascinate the viewer’s gaze, thereby 
causing the viewer to turn away from the thing itself in 
stupefaction. (…) [André] Félibien seems to suggest the 
painting’s ‘attractiveness’ has no other function than to 
diminish what I have called the tragic dimension of the 
surface, to attenuate the tragedy of a representation 
that destroys itself, perhaps by means of a travesty  
of the subject.1

In the work of Rondinone, the color in excess brings out not 
tragedy but rather a profound sense of disrupted melancholy. 

Such an exhibition could have been reduced to a pure formalist 
display, but Rondinone decided to distribute forty performers 
dressed in amazingly colorful clown costumes, with white 
masks cast from the face of the performers, red noses,  
black eye lashes, and dark blue hats throughout the museum.  
The outward appearance of the clowns resemble an explosion 
of colors splashed on their bodies. Ugo Rondinone determined  
a precise pose for each clown to be positioned on the floors of 
the museum. Seated or lying down, the colorful clowns are not 
here to entertain the visitors, nor do they have to talk to people 
or circulate in the space: they come to the museum only to 
sleep and to meditate. Visually, they create powerful dialogues 
with the color spectrums already shown on the windows and 
the walls, creating a new potential for the colors to build and to 
extend the perspectives of space and time for the viewers.  
The sharply spotted and condensed colors of the clowns 
contrast with the floating sunrisesunset wall paintings and  
the blurred circle paintings. Nevertheless, when the visitor 
steps into the galleries of the museum, they visually embrace  
the clowns as a whole other field of color, spreading horizontally  

fig. 2    the evening passes like any other. men and women float alone through the air. they drift past my window like the weather. i close my eyes. my heart is a moth 

fluttering against the walls of my chest. my brain is a tangle of spiders wriggling and roaming around. a wriggling tangle of wriggling spiders, kunsthaus zürich, zurich, 1998
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image, not of a person, but of a being that represents 
pathos, humor, anguish or laughter. Rather than a parody, 
it stands as an alter-being that has lost all its role’s 
semantic thrust and lies forlorn on this museum surface, 
exhausted at the sight of the excess brought about by 
that stellar horizon.3

The sixth-floor café of RAM is specially installed with raw wood 
panels to welcome the contributions of visitors and children—
rainbow drawings which progressively fill out the space until 
the end of the exhibition, entitled your age and my age and the 
age of the rainbow. This is the second time Ugo Rondinone 
has solicited the contribution of children’s drawings; the first 
occurrence was in 2013 in Leuven, Belgium, when he produced 
large wooden cube panels to be filled with drawings of the sun, 
entitled your age and my age and the age of the sun (fig. 7).

These drawings echo the elegant but solid rainbow neon 
sign breathe walk die hung on the external facade of the 
Rockbund Art Museum: simple and enigmatic, imperative and 
simultaneously poetic, generous and obsessively constructed, 
they materialize perfectly the affirmation and allure of the 
statement breathe walk die, opening up the loop of time and life 
to unexpected creations.

The process of “name dropping” is a substantial element in 
the breathe walk die show: with his artwork titles, Rondinone 
powerfully activates language beyond its limits. Reducing a 
word to its essential value of performing, the artist is breaking 
the rules of linguistic narration and visual composition. 

Sometimes very pragmatic and referring to time, sometimes 
broadly romantic, the poetic dimension of Ugo Rondinone’s art 
is interesting to explore. The term “poetic” is over employed 

in the visual arts because it is wrongly used to designate a 
pleasing, harmonious form. All too often, poetry is applied to 
works of art without people taking the trouble to actually read 
any poetry. The poetic work is in fact what renounces any strict 
obedience to the codes of rhetorical elegance: not conforming 
to consensual prettiness, it overturns the established order of 
the shaping of language and the meaning of the work. It is a 
composite block of signs, materials, and forms that operate 
in an extreme contraction of language in order to render 
perceptible the complexity of representations and emotions. 
Making poetry means finding works and images when there are 
none left or when language is drowned within a conventional, 
cumbersome babble. Therefore, poetic subtlety is very often 
enacted in the radicalness, roughness, and harshness of 
language and image.

The power of the poetic in Ugo Rondinone’s work consists 
of a fascinating paradox: giving form to what very frequently 
escapes formalization. And the true poetics of his art is always 
to keep the power of the form and concept open, unpredictable, 
evolving. This poetics of the act of naming is certainly risky and 
dangerous because it can provoke distrust and sometimes 
censure when it pushes at the utmost limits of representation. 
It can also attract the most self-serving instances of covetousness. 
Such receptions are of little importance because the artist, 
concerned with the poetics of the act, faces a far more 
fundamental issue: creating works that shatter the codes of 
creation and perception of the art object, generating ways and 
means of representation that offer glimpses of an unexpected 
potential for art and thought. 

larys frogier

According to Phelan, performance in contemporary 
art is similar to a speech-act because it is by essence 
non-reproducible: “performance’s independence from mass 
reproduction, technologically, economically, and linguistically 
is its greatest strength.”2 Nevertheless, if performance is 
ontologically non-reproducible, the performing body might not 
be reduced to an ontological definition since the body indicates 
or includes a necessary relation to subjectivity, gender, sex, 
race, social contexts, etc. The quality of performance art 
lies in its power of representation by addition, association, 
displacement, vacancy. These gaps make performance so rich, 
complex and subversive, since artists, performers, and visitors 
have to negotiate their positions in these combinations.

It is with such gaps that Ugo Rondinone conceived of the 
clowns’ performance in the Rockbound Art Museum—since the 
artist worked with strong and strange paradoxical situations—
both for the performers and for the visitors. As we have seen, 
each clown has a daily action as his or her name, and thus  
each is empowered with full potential action, but they do not 
act physically in the space. The clowns are alive and the  
visitors can feel the living presence of a group of clowns  
in the exhibition. The clowns will never talk to the visitors,  
but they will share the space and breathe at the same time.  
This very strange distance and non-communication engages in 
a series of complex connections and displacements between 

the clowns and the visitors. For example, the extreme passivity 
of the clowns is a way to delegate to the visitor the activities of 
walking, watching, listening. The eyes of the visitors are all 
wide-open to the colorful dreamscape while the eyes of the 
clowns are all shut and focused on a mental space. But both 
seem to share this act of dreaming.

The clowns do not look at the colorful space; they deny the 
architecture, the environment, the visitors, and build other 
extended horizons beyond symbols and narration. The masks 
they wear are strangely white with long black eyelashes, 
frozen into an interior and melancholic dream, as if they were 
fully sensitive aliens embarking on a floating journey. The 
“non” action of the clowns’ performance infiltrates the space, 
reversing the color in excess with a critical question about 
how to exceed norms and limits: what is the feeling of being 
refused? How to refuse to do what people tell you to do? 
How do we distribute these supposed roles and actions 
in our societies?

The clowns position themselves as a very ambiguous entity 
in the space, questioning the limits of identity and gender. 
As Agustin Pérez Rubio observed, the clown is not a person:

[...] it’s a sexless being. Rondinone has worked for years 
with the figure of the clown, which can work as an 

fig. 3    love invents us, matthew marks gallery, new york, 2000

1 Louis Marin, “To Destroy Painting,” trans. Mette Hjort (Chicago/London:  

The University of Chicago Press, 1995 (1977)), 103.

2 Peggy Phelan, “The Ontology of Performance,” in Unmarked: The Politics of 

Performance (London/New York: Routledge, 1993), 147.

3 Agustin Pérez Rubio, “Mysterious Guide Through The Night of Lead,”  

in The Night of Lead (Zurich: JRP|Ringier Kunstverlag AG, 2010), 339.
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ŬǰĀɡӴ

ଈውࡘ�ಣગħĘʄʌභſࢰ뻛Һ؆ RAM뻜ઓΥĀ
ƍąĿʇĀɡӴ뺯ǄǇǧ୭r뻟ăມ࡛Şۃتqז
Ţ R A M Ӛ౩Ā࿔ˢ̖ȡ뻟ۨŝůĂغΪઊăҤĀૻ
ԡǟħتˆ뺯ćĕغǩħqҔūrĀԡǟġ뻟ɡӴƥĠ
ढ़ǚĘĝ૧૱ŏƄĀڝėͅڝĉȧŘĞճ뺯ȮĂۍ
ȤᇱЊĀɡ뺯ƲĂ̹ڝůąƪėƁƞऑȻĀɡӴ뻟Ȯ
ęࠧƀɃ뻠܄뻠٢ɡĀ뺶Ҕū+뺷뻟܄뻠٢뻠யɡĀ뺶Ҕū+ +뺷뻟
٢뻠ய뻠ӼɡĀ뺶Ҕū+ + + 뺷뻟ய뻠Ӽ뻠εɡĀ뺶Ҕū+ 8뺷뻟ˢ
ėεֆɡĀ뺶Ҕū8뺷뺯

ଈውࡘ�ಣગ 1 9 9 8 ŭϘơՇǟસવૻԡ뻟ŴůĂǦֆɡ
ᢃઍąढ़ǚĀĪͤˌœ뻟2 0 0 1ŭŴƣ̹ůąęǦĀ
٢ɡ뻟ҬƦć 2 0 0 2 ŭůށށĀБɡȮǚܸډ֍Ī
Ď뺯ŖɋĀĕȏસવૻԡȉຬർ뺮ԍɏŠ̲ٝ̕͡ʪʸ
ćĂő뻟̋ Ķćଈውࡘ�ಣગˤǘʌභſࢰĀђɆՇ
ǟġőėąјǭȡĀǟů뻭ęǦĀ૧૱ࠗնغڝŪąȶ
ჁĀŞːϞ뻟٣ચĀĿʇźĉ઼ƗŞƴėɡӴĀͣঽ
Ȼ͔ŠʾϞĀһوʽҕ뻟ȮƦƈૻవĘąĂƞπࢢĀ
ȗȉݧʇ뺯ĕƞӚ౩ȉસવૻԡƥǎĀʤݧŢƸՇҝ
ŜąƄҤĀ˭ǎ뻟̋ ໑వąƽբʏŠɧբԡĀϩ̆뻟Ūħ

ąĂƞಪ뻟ƦăĄ˪ՙȉʆՄ뺯

ʈȕવݷҘćſࢰǚͨ̎Āࠦ֜༚ԡųࣗŞą
ૻԡĀάʇ뻟ŦȏɡӴڭб뺮˪ʆ٣ચĀǜķࠦ뻟ȝҍ۶
я뺯Ʋવࠦ֜༚ԡĝůѢʽۜ˸ĀƁɡࠦޕɍሹĞĀڇ
ց뻟ĈвŞǙۂąſࢰĀŞːϞ뻟ऊăŮĄҍ۶ć
ğŏԡǟ뻟ԡǟģćҍ۶˗̡֍ŏ뻟ǢǁɸŜąҍ۶
ѡɕĻ˸Āࣨ뺯ĕȏࠦ֜༚ԡ˄ŊĈŪħז˭ǎĀ
Һ˱࡛̕뻟ƦĄȥƽƻȆǟ˭ǎġĂċċԵׅɃ뺮ŀ
ƛ뺮ۡΥŠɡǋĀೡೄ뺯

ȮĂċढ़ǇˋԨĂċढ़뻟ҍ۶ĜǁĿſࢰĀɠढ़
Š֞ಕ뻟ɆĜůĠӴ̑࠴ŪĀ뺶ıҝďąāĶ뺷뻟ĕغ
ǟȞవࣧąſࢰĀǨĈܣе뻟ˋӚ౩ʭͩɍą֍ຯƦ
ɧĀઓΥ뻟ĝĄ֪֮ĕǝ࡛ۨ̕ڝĉĀʾϞ뺯ƲĂو
ϜĀӚ౩ġͨƞęŇăĂĀܣеƙŜĀ뻟ĄĠӴරඍĀ
뻟ҍ۶đϽĿɠढ़뻟ƗɩʾӴɭĎڝʸŪ뺯ƲėУĂک̉
Ā৵कɆԥ뻟ϝʾۜĿ࠴ğŏӚ౩ʌĀșʆ뻟Ţբҍ
ĀԡǚɘǄȶઓ뻟ƦćӚ౩ʭĀșʆƀ뻟ƣĩɆԥėɡ
ӴĀкʽȻŠĂċ֦ǰĀ̀ؗ뺯

ć뺶ıҝďąāĶ뺷ĕƟĀſČԶʚĪ뻟ҍ۶ǄǇćढ़
ƥǎٔٯħ̨֍뺯ƂǰĘ뻟ଈውࡘ�ಣગࡄƔˈɩĕƟ
̛փŴĀǟȞ뺯ŴĀՇǟŀെǰקĻŘƻư̑ħŢǘ؞
Ś̨֍ǂػ̸ȉʏɏĀಧķϱคŠǞቈࣹ뺯

18ș݁ܲė 19ș݁ġʿĄ̄֍ǂػ뻟ĄĂƞяʇͱķؗ뻟
̋ʗͩǘċɆ뺮ǂҍ뺮πȗȡ뺮ՇҝȉŰƗ뺯ĕǫ̑֍ǂ
뻟ͱ͠܈Ā̖ϰϰȪƍħĂȏ̖ǭĀǂʚ뻟ȤƧ֒ػ
ĢƔƥſ뺯Ȃˤ뻟̨֍ǂػ༚ԡġĀɧբĄǘċĉ
ƗɩĀqķբr뺯ɧբ˄πƍǰĀථƍ뻟ƦĄʙĿĂȏȶ
đĀɡӴʻٌŠيʚĀৠ͂뻟ਇŪĂɁŢǘӄԙĀqɆ
ԥr뻟ȮƦȪУĂƞƄਬĀ̀ؗ뺯

ȆƔ뻟ǟħĂċȆͳۨŝ뻟ଈውࡘ�ಣગŢ̨֍ǂػĀ
ʏɏşőąסͿ뺯ŴĀՇǟ˄ăɏٞجᜅ�ę៓�ېƀ؞
ƀЏĀǩԡ뺶ԁʄĘĀӄĉ뺷ŦƟćԡҘĘ༚ĂċӐ
ǘ̀ߦբճǡĀċɆ֜ճ뻟ଈውࡘ�ಣગӏۂąԡҘĀٲ
Մ뻟ůɡӴņш̺ђǝӚ౩뺯ŖԵјǭȡĀĄ뻟ҍ۶ǻ
ć༚ԡǂʚƥġ뻟ˤՌŴĶǢǁȥƽŪħĕċ̨֍ǂػ
̀ؗƥӄĀϩȉ͠뻟ņಪ뻟ņպƜ뻟ņۡ༞Ⱥġ뺯ĕƟ

ĂĎ뻟ଈውࡘ�ಣગģďŪħĂǩŪβɸɿۨɠĀ
ǚԓͷڝொЄĀณĠŠȆͳۨػŝ뻟Ŵȝ̨֍ǂۨ
ąőĎ뻟ĕȏொЄ̞ಗąƧ҈Սؘٞࡘ�Šֹʭ̖�໕ඳ
Ā։ճɡੜ뻟ȚģĈ 1960ŭͳĀԭҺǂػຬർŠǻɆǄ
ħǟȞ뻟Ŷ͠ŪβŞȝǟħћĈ˸ԴĀqҍğ͠rǻΎ
ʽ͔ħqĎਲ਼͠r뻟Ūħۨٝ̕ФŠǋ་Āϗԭᅎଣ
͠뺯ˤʌ뻟ଈውࡘ�ಣગŉʓ뻟ŮđůīञࣗƦᮀ༲뻟
̨֍ǂػĈĴĻŘмŀĂƞࠨǋĀ࣪ಊȡ뻟ȤƧȆĎਲ਼
͠ȥƽۡ༞ǘǻɆĀ뺮˸ƴĀɡӴɆԥĴ뻟˂Ĝė̦
ą뺷ġşŜĀȟ̲ĀūŔʪـĀ̲ٝ̕͡ǟȞ뺶ܥ
Ā০뻟ƦŦȏȟ̲ƣĄύĎਲ਼͠ĀǄƛਝşĀ뺯

ǡĎR A MҍğזĀҍ۶Ķǻ̎ٝ̕ǟȞƥġ뻟ŴĶĄ
ƄʒਝӍ̜ĢƔʾϞĀ뻭ђǝӚ౩ƻӴɡĀૻԡŠර
ඍ࠴వࣧ뻟ȥƽȝҍ۶ĀǻɆŠɕࠤਲɍĕĿʇĀɡ
Ӵ뻟ۡ༞ćĂƞҍğ뺮Ɨɩ˄ǇɍԡǟġĀԱࡋƥġ뺯ȉ
ŘĢāħġķǟħǄƛĀȪƍǂػ༚ԡăǜ뻟ଈውࡘ�ಣ
ગזġĀɡӴĀǋػăŮĄđǳে༚ԡǟȞqǕǻr뻟
ńđǜĴФ̀ؗĀƺʔ뻟ФಧچćŬǰĀqĢƔrѤ
ĄĂċ܈Ǆƛ뻟ŢۨƥĪĀqăĢƔr뺯ĕƟĀۨק

fig. 4    new morning, musée d’art moderne et contemporain de strasbourg, strasbourg, 2001 fig. 5    no how on, kunsthalle wien, vienna, 2002
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ԭęĀᅎଣ뻟ۨĀסͿǢăǞĄŢŬǰĀǞƍ뻟ģăĄ
ŝĢāĀȪУ뻟ƦĄȝ༚ԡĀȪǚǟħĂċqɁr뻟ۨ
˄Ţ̋ɘǄӐɆĀฒ֦뻟ȮƦФĂьăגɘǄĀ뻟Ȯࠒ
ն뺮ҍЯ뺮ǻΎ뺮ʭ̗뺮ƗŰŜşĀȻࡋƥӄ뺯ۨȗΡ
ŝɢͲ�҈ࠋćඩ˸جӘေၓԡǟĴϷƆ뻭

qԡǚ뻟Ą༚ԡۨŖԵ˓ʇƥ̎뻟ģĄŖĈƺʔĀˌ
œ뻟̋ ҂ġӺͼۓ뺮రஂҍ͠Āϝʾ뻟˄َ̹ҍ͠ćڇۃ
ƂˀĀǕǻ뺯뻛ff뻜ȫ͗�ݰ؞ϙȤȫٔߓٯФƆ뻟༚
ԡĀoڇۃƺpȍƄŴů뻟ŮĜāǨ࡙ĀoԡǚĀٱ
ĄĢāଏஒĀȪУ뻟ŢǘǂʚĀσỺ뺯r1هٱp뻟ĕƞه

ćࡘಣગĀǟȞƀ뻟ĿʇĀɡӴ˄ŊĈşŪĂŜٱ
Ɨ뺯ࢶ뻟ƦĄ֜ŪąĂƞœജĀओه

ĕƟĂɁזǕĻŘҺ͔ħĂơڙᆃĀ֜КǂػФ뻟
Țࡘಣગ˂јǭćſࢰƀȫ͂ 40ǩȪӲ͠뻟ŴĶϽŏ
ɡӴᇱЊĀŇழ˖̕뻟ਗɃǚԵ뺮εૹǼ뺮БᆨՒŠߓ
٢ɡนŔ뺯ŇழĀǙಱćŴĶ̡ǻ̑ҝąĂɁɡӴĀڞ
ଉ뺯ଈውࡘ�ಣગĂķđǳƲċŇழ̉کŞȫ͂ćſ
뻟ŴĶăࢭĀŞǚĘ뺯ĕȏӴɡĀŇழͱАͱڝƲĂࢰ
ĄĎઝǒҍ۶Ā뻟ŴĶằđ͚ĉĸƸ뻟ģăůć˭ǎ
ƀǇƛ뻭ŴĶŮĄĎĕƀǠƴŠሹĞĀ뺯˸ƴĘ뻟ŴĶŠ
еŠǚĘǢǁථƍĀɡ֜Ūą˓ĈƺĀŢƸ뻟ƈܣ
ɡӴǈ௴ąĥĀಧĩ뻟źŴĶņħҍ۶ؽӚ뺮จĴ˭Ā
ۜ˸뺯ŇழߖɕƦ৩ݰĀɡӴŠۡਂĀ뺶Ҕū뺷뺮٣ચĀ

ࠦ֜༚ԡŪѢו뺯ҤϯƧˤ뻟Ȇҍ۶०ɍſࢰĴ뻟Ȭͱ
ŴঞƔĜ˸ŇழħԨĂċȥђĀɡӴɁੜ뻟ŴĶœҘć
ǌːĀŞǚĘ뻟Š࿔ˢĀૻԡŠරඍĘĀ࠴Ƞȱԓ뺯

ŬĉŇழȪӲ͠ćĕɁזġĄǂԴ뻟ȂħŴĶઓŪą
˸ƴŠʭ̗ĀסͿƥǎĀǕˈˍ뺯

Ňழć˭ǎƀ˄ŊĈǻɆĀȪӲ뻟ȚƲċĉĀǄħĝĈ
ĂċГҶǩ؆뻟ȿĢĉćĂĐ 24ŇĴƀ뻟ȮūŜėūҔ뻟
ĜĈĀū˩Ǆħ뻭

�

ȪࠍћĀݠ

Ą�ʜ �Ǡ �̀ ࡡ� �՝ �ő �А �ğ �↳ �Υ �Ӑ �Ǆ �ઢ �ᎎ �෫ � �ߺ�
ህ �ῆ �୯ �ʥ �ȟ �Ҽ �Ϸ � �ᕴ �৭ �θ �। �៊ �ਝ �Ꮟ �ƴ �ǃ �ਂ�
с ߉� �ı �ᚈ �Ш �๐ �ᓙ � ࢭ�

�
ŴĶĄȥƽƻƛĀ뻟ƔƦĕȏŇழшĈĂƞדĉĀЄǩ
ŠǄƛƺʔ뺯ŇழƄࡢǢǁᩦڡĕċƍǰĀ뺮ĈŏԚƞ
Āӄԙ뻟༪߫ǘݎĀșʆ뻟०ĘąĂьĢύĀ뺮̀Ăיܪ
ſࢰĂ֞ǚĘŦˊʚħ뺶ƄĉĀ̲͡뺷Ā٢ɡŇழ
ӟ뻟ģƈŜąĂċĈƺĀ͎Ф뺯

ġĀŇழĄʙĿƄǄƛŠƻƛȡĎȪӲĀ뻭ŴĶćז

ڏĀ˩ڤŏ뺮Ǡƴ뺮ሹĞŠƙ̀뺯ŇழƙŜƞƞăʸࢭ
ƛ뻟ģďĄŊĈůහ˚Ā֜Ɇ뺮ȟ̲ŠގӫĎઝǒ۶ĉ뺯
ĕĂŰ֜źĉƗƴăȫ뺯

ǄħۨʠੜŖȶđĀۨ܈Ɠŝ뺮ȗΡŝƥĂೲᜳ�
ŠȪӲġĀǻɆԓͷőĎ뻟īėۅʙĿȝГҶᤡࠋ͗
ąŢǘǄħȪӲǕɆĀǭػ뺯ГҶ࿐Ɠŝי�.�ৎٞ
ࣼşƍ뻟ŢǄħĀҶГȪУuuૼƧqāȝĕЄǩ
ħoprͱqā˞ՊĕċȵĉǟāĀట܌ru ĄĂƞ
ƧǰĀҶГǄħ뻟Ȃħĕ̥ŔăŮĄůĎ༚ͱॄۅԚ
ĉćƙĀƂŰ뻟̥ ŔǕǻďĄůĎqƙrĕɫƂĀ뺯ҶГ
ǄħʗϱĢǻ뻟ŘӍćȺҶГȪۅƥĴǄƛŏĀĉ뺯ৎ
ٞࣼϱŜҶГǄħĄăĻҫ̑ŠȶƍĀ뻟ȂħĕĄĂċ
ċɆĀ뺮ĂơȡĀڏƛ뺯ƧưԨĂċĉҫ̑ąҶГǄħ뻟
όκʽȻħĂƞҍǄħ뺯ק

ǄħۨȝڭƜĀǻɆٝǘ˭ǎ뻠ĴǎᅣߑƥġŠ̖ǭ
Āҍ۶ǚǡ뻟ۍĉŢڭƜĀѡɆȉȺʌ֜뺮ŬǰȉȺȪ
ƍĀȱͷмŀąࡢɝ뺯ćೲᜳ�៓ࠋğĎ뻟ȆͳۨġĀ
ǄħȪӲٔǘĂƞҶГǄħ뻟Ȃħ̋ǕΙĘĄăĻҫ
̑Ā뻭qǄħȪӲćڐĘ뺮ǁĘ뺮ГҶĘĄă֙୲࣪
ʔҫ̑Ā뻟ĕĄ̋ĀŖęџό뺯r2 ƔƦ뻟ƧưĸǄħȪӲ
ćǕɆĘĄăĻҫ̑Ā뻟ȢćȪӲĀǻɆ˂ăĩቅħĂ
ƞǕɆĀǭػ뻟ȂħǻɆ͎Фͱ̞ߒąĂƞȉǂҍȡ뺮ȡ
ȍ뺮ȡ뺮ƞࢮ뺮ףĜГؗǅȂٌĀκƔԓͷ뺯ǨŘǄħۨ
ĀȞΙĎĢǘ̋ϙů௴Ȁ뺮ȱԓ뺮ǸʞŠ˭݀ĎǰƍĀ

Ȫƍƺʔ뺯Ąĕȏ˭ᎈźǄħȪӲȻīֲࡓ뺮ҫކŠ໑
వ뻟Ȃħۨŝ뺮ȪӲ͠Šҍ۶κ݉ʙĿৗԅĎˣėĢ
ŹćĕƞغʸɆġĀʞٝ뺯

ćʌභſࢰ뻟ଈውࡘ�ಣગȢĄீ࣬ĕȏ˭ᎈĎઓΥ
ŇழĀǄħĀ뻟ȂħۨŝǚࡥŏĂƞπ˩˓ݰƦড়ŀ
Āෂඉ̎ؗ뻟ĕƟĀ̎ؗޥĎĢȪӲ͠뻟ģĎĢҍ۶뺯ā
Ķğė뻟ƲċŇழĝĈĂċū˩ǄħĀЄǩ뻟ĕᄭୟŴĶ
ҤŰşஔĀƛƺ뻟Țć˭ǎƀŴĶ˂˄ŊĈኲɆĀǄħ뺯
ŇழĄƜĀ뻟ҍ۶ĻŘˢОƗɩėזġĕŇழĀڭ
ƜԪć뺯ŇழӗăĜ͚ҍ۶ĸƸ뻟ȚŴĶđŠҍ۶œǃ
Ăċ˭ǎ뻟ŠŴĶĂǜۃت뺯ĕƞπ˩ড়ŀĀࡎͼŠι
ȹĀ݀˫뻟ŪďąŇழŠҍ۶ƥǎĂͷԉҫކĀԓࣽŠ
̙뺯ȤƧ뻟ŇழĀԭܸƻƛȡĄħąˋҍ۶şŜǄǇ뺮
ҍğŠዔȴǅƜƛĀ౷ܨ뺯ćɡӴᛧĀ̀ؗǚǡ뻟ҍ
۶ęąˊɕ뻟ƦŇழĀɕࠤ˂ĝӷŏ뻟ʗͩǘĂċ̉
̦˭ǎ뺯ƪ͠ğőĎĝĄćœǃ̀ĕċǄƛ뺯

ŇழĶŊĈȝϝʾΫˋӴɡĀ˭ǎ뻟ŴĶ୴ӗąӚ౩뺮
ցؗŠҍ۶뻟ʽƦɸɿ̸ȉᐬƂ뻟ņԨʌؽӚĂʳʳ
ĀŞːϞ뺯ŴĶĈĂ˚˚ࡋ٦ĀɃɡǚೡ뻟ǥǥĀ
БɡᆨՒ뻟ŴĶƻഐʪćĂċʭćĀ뺮ओࢶĀ̀ġ뻟ŴĶ
ĕĂǻĀಱȠऊ઼ƗƦժಘĀʌɪĉ뻟Ȣ०ĘĂь۸
ਂĀӄԙ뺯ŇழȪӲĀqƄrǄƛᒬۜė˭ǎƀ뻟ůĂċ
ĈȱƧ̜ɸɿࣨܪŠٲՄĀјǭȡɝʚಅʽąĿʇĀɡ
Ӵ뻭ƻ୴ӗĄəƟĀƗɩ뻲Ƨ̜୴ӗŢŴĉީЄĄȮ뻲

fig. 6    a horse with no name, matthew marks gallery, new york, 2002 fig. 7    your age and my age and the age of the sun, m museum, leuven, 2013
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āĶ˽Ƨ̜ȝĕȏѳǭČĀԴɡŠǄƛݷҘėāĶĀף
Ĝġņ뻲

ŇழĶ˸ĢŹħ˭ǎġĂċ٣ᘋƪĻĀǰɆ뻟Ιࡢŏǻ
ΎȉȡȍĀٲՄ뺯ȢƧৎֿٞࣼ�ೲٞ�ᐤȤৎǨğė
Ā뻟Ňழπĉ뻟q̋ĄċƄȡĀԪć뺯ࡘಣગćՇǟġ̹
ůŇழǢĈĠŭ뻟̋ ĻŘĄĂċ֜ճ뻟ăĄĂċĉ뻟ƦĄ
Ăċථƍਉᙙ뺮௨չ뺮ͽХͱęȟĀԪć뺯̋ăĄĂƞσ
뻟ƦĄĂċԨԪć뻟̋ ĀԴɡǢǁ˫ņņąĂОГػ
ĘĀđቍ뻟ŮĄݠততŞࢭćſࢰĀŞǚĘ뻟Ŧʳᘡ
ᘌĀŞːϞɭĎĀࡓϾƄʇ뻟ź̋Ɨėୠ뺯r3�

RAMԣ֞Āऋॡढ़̖ǋचůąʅ҂ذ뻟źĎਲ਼͠ŠˏŔ
ĶćĘǚᯛǋஔ뻟ůӴඈԡऑऑ֦ǰђċ˭ǎ뻟ˢė
뻭뺶ĆĀŭāĀŭӴඈĀŭ뺷뺯ĕĄଈʪז
ውࡘ�ಣગǉȕơ̂ՎǘˏŔĀ༚ԡ뻟ĘĂơĄć 2013ŭ
ĀȤϙĴംᨍ뻟ȆĴŴƙą؏ęĀ҂ǼƶԿ뻟ƀǚ͟ĄƖ
іԡ뻭뺶ĆĀŭāĀŭƖіĀŭ뺷뺯

ĕȏԡŠ߫ćʌභſࢰʌĘŦԿџݔƦұǰĀӴඈ
ᚡඈٝ̕ࠉ뺶ۃتǄǇǧ୭뺷Ƞīॼᄏ뻭Һ˱Ʀ̦ܥ뻟ա
ƬࡥĪĀǜĴƣׅࠨǋ뻟ʪઓ࠻བƦƣǋ뻟̋ Ķȝqت
ġĀјӗȉଁஂȥſǰƍąŜĎ뻟ۅǄǇǧ୭rĕ̥ॄۃ
ź̡Ʀҫ˨ĀĴǎȉŀЄĈąŜٯǋնĀՇҝ뺯

qЄǩrĀĿԙ뻟ćqۃتǄǇǧ୭rזġĄĂċӷđ
Āʻٌ뻭ćŴĀǟȞԶʚġ뻟ࡘಣગĈƺŞպƜąГҶ
˄ɿą̋ĀٲՄ뺯ۨŝȝࠍГ͔יħȪӲĀǕΙ͍
Ҳ뻟ȮƦǙۂąГҶᐬۅŠ˸ƴઓʏĀקܪ뺯

ĴƦԭȺӪǰ뻟؋ˆǘĴǎ뻟ĴƦƣϜʌĄ̄֍뻟ư̑ଈ
ውࡘ�ಣગĀۨġĀࠨǋάʇ뻟ĄɫĈǋΥĀƂ뺯ć˸
ƴۨġ뻟ࠨǋĂࠍҤׅୠя뻟Ȃħ̋ƻǸࡁŞůǘϱǭ
Ԛƞఔ್ƦŠ༲Ā֜К뺯ࠨЕĴăĴŞƻ̬ůćۨȞ
Ę뻟ĉĶ˂ߐīņփ̜ĂϘࠨ뺯ƂǰĘ뻟ࠨǋĀǟȞĄ
ĀḲḬĀ뻭̋ăˋƪŰȠ್ĀſƗݔąĂОဂ᠑ɧڡᩦ
ӣǼ뻟ȖջГҶ֜ŪŠǟȞ་ػĀޥĈᎃۖ뺯̋ĄĂċ
̸뺮ࠒնŠ֜КĀʸŪԿ뻟߽ߞŏĂƞԭܸʵയĀГ
Ҷ뻟ŘϔźǞƍȉŰƗĀҫކȡȻīĻŘƗƢė뺯ࠨЕ
ĀՇҝǋŏđˣėǟȞŠʏɏ뻟ͬЂ̋ĶǢǁႷ።뻟
ͱ͠ГҶǢǁᆚŊć̙ՖĀ뺮ȶĀঙҶְГġ뺯Ȃˤ뻟
ġīࡐߙ뺮♧ŠݰĀ઼ၭϰϰĄćГҶŠʏɏĀպࠨ
ėƍĀ뺯

ଈውࡘ�ಣગǟȞġࠨǋĀƺʔġ̞ߒąĂƞۍĉŏĀ
ෂඉ뻭źĂƞĴ˩ॺ֜К͔ĀʁɞĈą֜К뺯ƦćŴ
Āۨġ뻟ŬȢĀࠨǋćǘź֜КŠҍЯĀƺʔɽĄ̝
̰ŏũǽ뺮ͲȻŠӲɘĀޕя뺯ЄǩĕĂڏƛġĀࠨǋ
ƄࡢĄĈɧٛ뺮Ĉ߭ٛĀ뻟Ȃħć̋ȝǞƍȖˋԭَĀ
ǜĴ뻟ĄĻĩĜڇşؙࡢŠޡȧ뺯̋ńĜڇĎŖĢ३Āಁ
ᓰ뺯ĕȏѢˆĄăӖħƆĀ뻟Ȃħۨŝ뻟ďǄħĀࠨǋ
ƦҶ뻟ǚࡥĂċƑȀ֮ǕĀɝʚ뻭ՇҝŜĕƟĂɫǟȞ뻟
̋ĩѿǙۂՇҝĀקܪŠۨϢɆĀΞƢ뻟īŜǞƍĀ
ƶКŠƋь뻟ȮƦᚁȒۨŠΥĞĀǋʌಧĩ뺯

Әวٞ�៓໘ၓ

1 � ɢͲ�҈ࠋ뻟뺶ଏஒ༚ԡ뺷뻟̖̖ٕי�� ཥ뻟ැȀվ뺮뻭ැȀվ
ęƓŜ̈ף뻟1995ŭ뻛1 9 7 7ŭ뻜뻟103Ѯ

2  ೲᜳ�͗ࠋ뻟qǄħȪӲĀǕɆr뻟뺶Ƅ൏뻭ǄħȪӲĀܭ؈뺷뻟뺮
໕י뻭̖ࣄϙԱ뻟1993ŭ뻟147Ѯ

3 � ৎֿٞࣼ�ೲٞ�ᐤȤৎ뻟q뺶ƥ͋뺷ؗܥϱϓr뻟뺶ƥ͋뺷뻟स
แș뻭JRP|દϜۨŜ֣̈מ뻟2010ŭ뻟339Ѯ

fig. 8    you're my sunshine, 1996
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vocabulary of solitude. be.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯Ą뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. breathe.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯ʜ뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. sleep.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯Ǡ뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. dream.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯̀뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. move.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯ࡡ뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. wake.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯՝뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. rise.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯ő뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. sit.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯А뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. look.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯ğ뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

list of works

vocabulary of solitude

be
breathe
sleep
dream
move
wake
rise
sit
look
sneeze
think
stand
walk
fart
pee
shower
dress
drink
smoke
shit
read
remember
laugh
cry
write
cook
smell
taste
eat
clean
rest
touch
wank
feel
enjoy
float
sing
dance
love
hate
wish
hope
yawn
undress
lay

ǟȞʓ˱

ȪࠍћĀݠ

Ą
ʜ
Ǡ
̀
ࡡ
՝
ő
А
ğ
↳
Υ
Ӑ
Ǆ
ઢ
ᎎ
෫

ߺ
ህ
ῆ
୯
ʥ
ȟ
Ҽ
Ϸ

ᕴ
৭
θ
।
៊
ਝ
Ꮟ
ƴ
ǃ
ਂ
с
߉
ı
ᚈ
Ш
๐
ᓙ

ࢭ
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vocabulary of solitude. sneeze.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯↳뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. think.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯Υ뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. stand.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯Ӑ뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. walk.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯Ǆ뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. fart.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯ઢ뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. pee.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯ᎎ뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. shower.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯෫뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. dress.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. drink.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯ߺ뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. smoke.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯ህ뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. shit.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯ῆ뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. read.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯୯뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ
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vocabulary of solitude. remember.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯ʥ뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. laugh.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯ȟ뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. cry.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯Ҽ뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. write.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯Ϸ뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. cook.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. smell.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯ᕴ뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. taste.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯৭뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. eat.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯θ뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. clean.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯।뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. rest.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯៊뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. touch.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯ਝ뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. wank.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯Ꮟ뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ
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vocabulary of solitude. feel.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯ƴ뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. enjoy.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯ǃ뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. float.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯ਂ뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. sing.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯с뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. dance.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯߉뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. love.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯ı뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. hate.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯ᚈ뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. wish.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯Ш뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. hope.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯๐뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. yawn.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯ᓙ뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. undress.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ

vocabulary of solitude. lay.   2014

clown costume, mask, live performance

ǟȞʓ˱뺯ࢭ뺯   2014 

Ňழ˖̕뺮ǚԵ뺮ƍɁȪӲ
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fünfterjulizweitausendundvierzehn, 2014

acrylic on canvas

ø 80 cm

ȕ뻏Ă˗ŭւʃͅū , 2014 

Ҙǚᢅ᧭
ø 80ွМ

achterjulizweitausendundvierzehn, 2014

acrylic on canvas

ø 80 cm

ȕ뻏Ă˗ŭւʃԗū , 2014 

Ҙǚᢅ᧭
ø 80ွМ

neunterjulizweitausendundvierzehn, 2014

acrylic on canvas

ø 80 cm

ȕ뻏Ă˗ŭւʃصū , 2014 

Ҙǚᢅ᧭
ø 80ွМ

sechzehnterjulizweitausendundvierzehn, 

2014

acrylic on canvas

ø 80 cm

ȕ뻏Ă˗ŭւʃʈԣū , 2014 

Ҙǚᢅ᧭
ø 80ွМ

zweiundzwanzigsterjulizweitausendund-

vierzehn, 2014

acrylic on canvas

ø 80 cm

ȕ뻏Ă˗ŭւʃȕʈȕū , 2014 

Ҙǚᢅ᧭
ø 80ွМ

dreiundzwanzigsterjulizweitausendund-

vierzehn, 2014

acrylic on canvas

ø 80 cm

ȕ뻏Ă˗ŭւʃȕʈƁū , 2014 

Ҙǚᢅ᧭
ø 80ွМ

fünfundzwanzigsterjulizweitausendund-

vierzehn, 2014

acrylic on canvas

ø 80 cm

ȕ뻏Ă˗ŭւʃȕʈͅū , 2014 

Ҙǚᢅ᧭
ø 80ွМ

dritteraugustzweitausendundvierzehn, 

2014

acrylic on canvas

ø 80 cm

ȕ뻏Ă˗ŭԗʃƁū , 2014 

Ҙǚᢅ᧭
ø 80ွМ

sechsteraugustzweitausendundvierzehn, 

2014

acrylic on canvas

ø 80 cm

ȕ뻏Ă˗ŭԗʃԣū , 2014 

Ҙǚᢅ᧭
ø 80ွМ

zehnteraugustzweitausendundvierzehn, 

2014

acrylic on canvas

ø 80 cm

ȕ뻏Ă˗ŭԗʃʈū , 2014 

Ҙǚᢅ᧭
ø 80ွМ

sechsundzwanzigsterjulizweitausendund-

vierzehn, 2014

acrylic on canvas

ø 80 cm

ȕ뻏Ă˗ŭւʃȕʈԣū , 2014 

Ҙǚᢅ᧭
ø 80ွМ

siebteraugustzweitausendundvierzehn, 

2014

acrylic on canvas

ø 80 cm

ȕ뻏Ă˗ŭԗʃւū , 2014 

Ҙǚᢅ᧭
ø 80ွМ
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breathe walk die, 2014

neon, perspex, translucent film, aluminum

810 ! 340 ! 10 cm

ǄǇǧ୭ۃت , 2014

ᚡඈࠉ뺮ĈƯරඍ뺮ۜʾǦ뺮ᒗ
810 ! 340 ! 10ွМ

no one's voice, 2006

leather, wood, paint

100 ! 60 ! 25 cm

ŊĈɉĀ̲͡ , 2006

ѱ뺮҂Ǽ뺮ࠗն
100 ! 60 ! 25ွМ

love invents us, 2000

color filter on window

dimensions variable

ıҝďąāĶ , 2014

ĘӴɡܣ
ഀ૭ĻȻ

your age and my age and the age of the rainbow, 2014

plywood, rainbow drawings made by children

dimensions variable

ĆĀŭ݁ŠāĀŭ݁ŠӴඈĀŭ݁ , 2014

൱ʸذ뻟ŇȷƤĶ༚̑ĀӴඈʏԡ
ഀ૭ĻȻ

sunrisesunset I, 2014

acrylic on drywall

300 ! 1000 cm

ūūҔ I, 2014

ǚᢅ᧭�
300 ! 1000ွМ

sunrisesunset II, 2014

acrylic on drywall

300 ! 1000 cm

ūūҔ II, 2014

ǚᢅ᧭
300 ! 1000ွМ

sunrisesunset III, 2014

acrylic on drywall

300 ! 1000 cm

ūūҔ III, 2014

ǚᢅ᧭
300 ! 1000ွМ

sunrisesunset IV, 2014

acrylic on drywall

300 ! 1000 cm

ūūҔ IV, 2014

ǚᢅ᧭
300 ! 1000ွМ
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ugo rondinone

1964
born in brunnen, switzerland

1986–90
studied at the hochschule für angewandte kunst, vienna

lives and works in new york
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nude, gladstone gallery, new york
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2006

giorni felici, galleria civica di modena, modena
on butterfly wings, galerie almine rech, paris
thank you silence, matthew marks gallery, new york
unday, galerie esther schipper, berlin
a waterlike still, ausstellungshalle zeitgenössische kunst, munster
my endless numbered days, sadie coles hq, london
zero built a nest in my navel, whitechapel gallery, london

2005

clockwork for oracles, isr-centro culturale svizzero di milano, milan
sunsetsunrise, sommer contemporary art, tel aviv

2004

sail me on a silver sun, galleria raucci/santamaria, naples
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melbourne
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